Roses for the Pacific Northwest

Sooner or later every gardener comes
around to roses. Of all flowers in all the
gardens of the world, roses seem to
exercise the greatest powers of attraction
while at the same time generating the
greatest apprehension and fear of failure.
Let Christine Allen guide you as you
choose your roses and care for your rose
garden. Christine Allen is a writer and
gardener. She joined the Vancouver Rose
Society in 1987 and was its president in
1997 and 1998. She teaches courses on
rose care and cultivation at Van Dusen
Garden in Vancouver, where she also
works as a volunteer. Christine lives on a
farm in Langley, British Columbia, and
grows over 200 roses, among herbs and
perennials in her large country garden.
Chapters include: Choosing a Rose;
Suitable Roses for our climate; Preparing
and designing the site; Amending your soil;
Care and cultivation; Year round
maintenance; Pruning; All-important pest
control.

Im trying to find out which types of climbing roses may exist in the Pacific Northwest. I live in western Washington,
and I have a small yard with The 10 roses selected for the Pacific Northwest (and Northern California) encompass a
variety of styles. So whether you are looking for a hybridGrowing Roses in the Pacific Northwest guides you through
every step, including choosing rose varietals for your climate, landscape design, planting, harvestingRoses for the
Pacific Northwest. 360 Pins. 202 Followers. A selection of old garden roses and David Austin roses that are supposed to
do well in our rainyMostly Old Garden Roses, but some modern too. These are roses I have, or would like to have. All
are reported to grow well in the PNW See more ideas aboutCreated in England one would assume that Austin roses
would do as well here in the Pacific Northwest as they do there. Both regions share similar climate andRoses at
Heirloom Roses. Your source for rose bushes, rose gardening, and rose plants. You and your rose soul mates have
found each other. Now what? How do you keep them happy and thriving in our maritime Pacific NorthwestNearly
everyone lists Bonica as one of the top choices for Pacific NW gardens. This beautiful, medium pink rose offers disease
resistance and continual bloom Hybrid Teas These roses form long, narrow buds on straight stems. They are repeat
bloomers and encompass a large range of colors. If youd like to grow roses organically in the often-damp climate of the
coastal Pacific Northwest, here are some varieties which are resistant toAuthor Nita-Jo Rountrees love affair with roses
began long before she moved from Georgia to the Pacific Northwest 15 years ago. A passionate gardener and
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